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FOR LEWIS WINCH’S

FOR LOG WIZARD’S

PRECISION GROUND GROOVE
Accurate to within .002 of an inch for straighter cuts
Individually centered for even rail wear and superior durability
Chain rides exactly square to rails for smooother and straighter cutting
No milling marks mean tighter grooves to reduce sloppy chain travel
Increased rail strength reduces damage caused by pinches

CUSTOM ALLOY STEEL
All Cannon Bars are made from formulated, cold rolled, annealed, 
heat treated, surface ground, and stress relieved steel.  This provides
the best possible characteristics of wear resistance, strength, 
durability, straightness and elasticity.

GUNMETAL FINISH
Rust prohibitive
Enhanced bonding characteristics

PRECISION SQUARED & HARDENED RAILS
Hardened to 5 rockwell points more than that of the chains tie straps, resulting
in longer bar life 
Flame hardening penetrates deep enough to allow for multiple bar rebuilds 
Allows chain to run straight and true 
Enhances speed and smoothness of cut  

“CMB”

“CLW”

AVAILABLE IN 12” OR 24”

MOUNTING BARS
Drive Chain Guide Bars for use with augers, winches and a variety of other 
attachment applications
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www.cannonbar.com toll free:  1-888-604-9990 email:  info@cannonbar.com

MOTOR MOUNTS
CANNON ADAPTOR PLATES

Users can run the same bar on two different saw makes

C1 mount fits chainsaws equipped 
with 8.2 mm bar studs; 
i.e.  most smaller 
displacement saws (less
than 62 cc’s) manufactured
by Dolmar, Echo, Homelite, 
Husqvarna, Johnsered,
Makita, Poulan, Shindaiwa and 
Stihl.  

S1 mount fits chainsaws
equipped with 12.1 mm
bar studs; i.e. Stihl saws
larger than 62 cc’s.  

P4 mount fits
chainsaws equipped 
with 8.0 mm bar
studs manufactured by
Echo, Poulan Pro,
Poulan, Fairmont, Skil, 
John Deere, McCulloch, Redmax,
Sears,Tanaka

H1 mount fits chainsaws
with 9.0 mm bar studs.
i.e. most Husqvarna,
Jonsered, Shindaiwa, and
Solo saws larger than 
62 cc’s.  
*H1 mount will also fit most chainsaws equipped 
with 9.5/10 mm bar studs, requires only minor dealer modification.

CBW-20030
Allows Stihl   (S1) Mount Bars to fit Husqvarna  (H1) saws
12.1 mm to 9.0 mm
 

CBW-20040
Allows Stihl  (S1) Mount Bars to fit Echo  (P4) saws
12.1 mm to 8 mm
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MOTOR MOUNT
CROSSOVER GUIDE

CANNON OREGON

C1

A014/K041
A061
A064
A074
A095/K095
A318
D176

H1

S1

D007 *
D009
D010 *
D023 *
D024 *
D196 *

D025

* Requires Filing and/or Drilling

P4 D176
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